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Sovereignty and Globalization:
Fallacies, Truth, and Perception
Public debate may still be hostage to the outdated vocabulary
of politicalborders, but the daily realitiesfacing most people in
the developed and developing worlds ...speak ...differently
. .Theirs is the language of an increasingly borderless economy... [in which] the primayfeatures of the landscape-the
traditionalnation-states begin to come apart at the seams.1
*

INTRODUCTION

The millennium brings many questions; among these are concerns over globalization. There are perceived fears that globalization takes away the identity of the nation-state, destroying culture
while imposing Western ideals on non-Western nations. Sovereignty becomes a misused concept, targeting globalization as the
primary figure in the annihilation of national identity. This paper
analyzes the myths, fallacies, and perceptions of globalization.
There are various theories addressing the effects of globalization on
the nation-state and the diminution of sovereignty. The reality is
that even with currency fluctuations, starving economies, integrated
global markets, issues of governance and political problems as fun2
damental parameters of this process, globalization moves forward.
Common and competing interests fall within the walls of international law, working towards the achievement of a "minimum world
order."' 3 The key to globalization to the benefit of all may be finding a way to reduce, maintain and contain the risks, since if these
are not managed, national governments may go backwards toward
financial aristocracy and trade protectionism. 4 Globalization is
here to stay, but it has very different meanings for each sector;
I ROBERT J. HOLTON, GLOBALIZATION AND THE NATION STATE 108 (1998)
(quoting Kenichi Ohmae, THE END OF THE NATION STATE 8 (1996)).
2 See Michael D. Bordo et al., Is Globalization Today Really Different than
Globalizationa Hundred Years Ago?, 7195 NAT'L BUR. ECON. RES. 1 (June 1999).
3 See LUNG-CHU CHEN, AN INTRODUCTION TO CONTEMPORARY INTERNATIONAL LAW; A POLICY ORIENTED PERSPECTIVE 411 (2d ed. 2000); Professor
Lung-Chu Chen, Class Lecture (Nov. 29, 2000).
4 See Supra note 2.
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therefore, information and response has to be contrived in order to
5
take this into consideration.

I.

SOVEREIGNTY DEFINED

Traditionally, sovereignty is defined as the supreme power exercised within a territorial unit, and the world is divided into territorial units. 6 In this respect, there lies a tension between citizenship
as progressive and citizenship as a legal status. Citizenship within a
domestic legal forum considered the legal relationship between the
individual and polity. 7 Two concepts have emerged: citizenship as a

legal status, which the state recognizes and is the foundation for
rights and responsibilities of individuals; and the allocation of rights
and duties providing a sense of solidarity in the sovereign nature of
the nation-state.8 Both concepts give rise to the sentiment that citizenship in a bound political community, with shared cultural interests, is the basis for sovereignty instead of regarding citizenship as
fluid. 9 While, on the other hand, non-nation-state frameworks can
also determine citizenship. Nation-states are altered by the growth

and interconnection of relationships with other nation-states not
5 Professor Lewis Schnur, Discussion (Dec. 3, 2000).
6 Kim Rubenstein & Daniel Adler, InternationalCitizenship: The Future of
Nationalization in a Globalized World, 7 IND. J. GLOBAL LEG. STUD. 519, 521

(2000). The making of decisions is reflected in the national interest and the power
differentiations among the nation-states. "Sovereignty ... is the right of a state in
regard to certain areas of the world to exercise jurisdiction over persons and things
to the exclusion of the jurisdiction of other states." See BARRY E. CARTER &
PHILLIP R. TRIMBLE, INTERNATIONAL LAW 1020 (3d ed. 1999). Furthermore,
"[c]itizenship is neither gender-, class-, nor race-neutral, but rather as affected by
the position of different groups within a nation-State, has been evident throughout
the ages and continues to be so. History, however, also relates a progression
whereby our understanding of equality and membership has been challenged and
expanded over time." See Rubenstein at 523.
7 See Rubentein & Adler, supra note 6. Nationality as it is connected to
International Law.
8 See Rubentein & Adler, supra note 6, at 523.
9 See Rubentein & Adler, supra note 6, at 543. Globalization presents a
tension of membership and equality issues of citizenship, emphasizing different
identities, so there are different notions of citizenship. While International law
mandates that each state may determine the boundaries of citizenship and nationality provides recognition of this in international terms, globalization is multidimensional and is the "continued effect of internationalization of the world
framework." Id.
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the eradication of individual nation-states, as a result altering soverI°
eignty not abolishing it.
Nationalists view the bond of allegiance between individuals
and the state as traditionally exclusive in the creation of the sovereign state, but with international migration this has changed to "exclusive but transmutable allegiance.""
If nationality is
transmutable, and this is not the demise of the sovereign nationstate, but, rather, "citizenship multinationalized," then a broader
notion of citizenship brings with it a broader definition of sovereignty. 12 Nation-states are products of events, different ethnic
groups and diverse cultures. A "modernized" definition of sovereignty demands concern for a wide-range of social issues, cultural
identity, ethnic identity, and justice, which affords individual connections to the society, politics, and culture of each individual
situation. 3
II.

GLOBALIZATION DEFINED

Globalization is a perpetually changing concept. To a businessman, globalization may mean a greater ability to operate on the
world market, while a technocrat believes it to be the free flow and
10 See Rubentein & Adler, supra note 6, at 526. The promotion of globalization threatens the "assumed integrity" of the nation-state as a central unit of domestic and foreign affairs. Historically nation-states have always struggled with
unity and coherence. See also NIKOs PAPASTERGIADIS, THE TURBULENCE OF MIGRATION 82 (2000). This altering of the nation-state is especially seen in the internal struggles and external influence on identity.
11 See Rubentstein & Adler, supra note 6, at 530. With the Hague Convention purporting the importance of all members recognizing that each person have a
nationality, this discouraged multiple nationalities in the traditional sense of the
word, therefore also discouraging the movement from one sovereign nation to another, the trend in International law is now more flexible to multiple citizenships
as seen in the 1997 Convention on Nationality.
12 Id.

13 See Rubentein & Adler, supra note 6, at 519, 546. This does not refer to
the nation-state exclusively, this means taking the identity provided by the nationstate or state's and moving it from place to place in order to create a stable identity. "All the Conventions against multiple nationality are premised upon the resolution of conflict and the difficulties arising from multiple nationality ... [due to]
globalization, multiple nationality will become the norm in international law." Id.
See also SASKIA SASSEN, LOSING CONTROL? SOVEREIGNTY IN AN AGE OF
GLOBALIZATION 98 (1996). Sovereignty is partly ". . . decentered onto non- or

quasi-governmental entities for the governance f the global economy and international political order..." naturally reducing state autonomy and increasing conflict.
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free creation of information, 14 and perhaps an artist sees globalization as a sustainable fan-base. On the contrary, activists may nega15
tively relate globalization to the destruction of the environment,
traditional cultures and the erosion of national sovereignty. Who's

right? The World Forum 2000 focused on this issue, and the answer

16
was ,simply that they all are.
Globalization ".... represents the perception of the world as an
interconnected whole and the consciousness that a number of issues
can no longer be addressed purely at a local level."'1 7 Globalization
involves the development of transnational processes, for example
labor or cross-border labor mobility and the world market with the
cross-border transfer of goods, services and capital, and exists as a

developing continuum. 18 In essence, globalization is the deterritorialization of culture,1 9 and the formation of a total and integrated
economic system, stimulating political interaction between states
and promoting the cultural diversity of identity. 20 Globalization
strains the ideals so that people redefine groups based on culture,
14 Sandy M. Fernandez, Global Concern; At the State of the World Forum,
TIME's Leader's for the New Millennium Ponder the Risks and Benefits of Rapid
Change, TIME, Sept. 18, 2000 at 20. For example, importing talent from China to
companies in U.S. in order to create software to be bought in Israel. Id.
15 Id. For example, local activity affecting ozone depletion, or massive oil
spill in the Pacific Ocean transferring a wide range of horrendous environmental
affects around the world.
16 Id.
17 See PAPASTERGIADIS, supra note 10, at 76.
18 See PAPASTERGIADIS, supra note 10, at 85; see also Ronald M. Bosrock,
Competition and Confrontation; From Olympian Ideals to Nationalist Isolation,
Globalization Taps the Spectrum of Economic, Politicaland Social Emotions, STAR
TRIB. (MN), Sept. 25, 2000 at 3D. Globalization is most often spoken in economic
terms, for instance, new markets, open borders, free flow of labor, but also bringing with it the socio-political issues. "In order to make globalization a positive
force for good in the world, it would help if both the business community and the
governments of the world recognized that there is room for the development of a
world economy while at the same time addressing socio-political concerns that almost always accompany it. Id. See PAPASTERGIADIS, supra note 10, at 76 (illustrating the importance of the mobility of capital, info and goods, and denationalizing
capital).
19 See PAPASTERGIADIS, supra note 10, at 76 The events in one state have a
global reach, for example nuclear disaster in Chernobyl, price of oil, etc,; see also
Ken Cottrill, A Global Struggle, TRAFFIC WORLD, Oct. 16, 2000 at 18.
20 See PAPASTERGIADIS, supra note 10, at 77. Two issues appear over and
over, one being the relationship between the structure and agency and the second,
more important to the purposes outlined in this paper, is the future of the nationstate.
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religion, moral and political values, instead of defining groups
21
based on the division of borders.
III.

MYTHS, FALLACIES AND PERCEPTION

There are perceived fears that globalization eradicates the
identity of the nation-state, imposes Western ideals on non-Western
nations, exploits weak nation-states to the benefit of powerful, rich
nations in essence taking from the poor to feed the rich, dilutes
national management, control and politics in favor of international
integration, and imposes an international legal process (some may
say democracy) upon individual nations through political influence
and pressure, resulting in the destruction of national culture. 22 The
negative perceptions of globalization are embedded in the response
of the people to the perceived threat of losing their identity, thus
reviving a nationalism movement. The question becomes: does
globalization enslave the national sovereignty to political whims, or
does it merely embrace a Utopian ideal of global world order? The
problem is that there are many answers and no easy solutions.
Prior to World War II, commercial and financial activities were
23
much more limited in terms of globalization and integration.
Given the enormous amount of integration that has occurred over
the past one hundred years, there are still threatening trade-tensions and financial instabilities. 24 However, given the experienced
growth in the last century, these tensions are not nearly what they
could be. It is said that the vast expansion of integration brings
with it a ". . . sense of helplessness about the ability of nations to
control their destinies in the face of global markets. '' 25 Some fear
that global markets threaten national social systems. High trade
21

See

PAPASTERGIADIS,

supra note 10, at 87. The author discusses the di-

chotomy between "common interests" vs. "common territory."

The nation-state

can provide a source of protection through a sense of community, thus the conclusion can be drawn that belonging to more than one community offers more protections. Id. at 196. The point being, "[g]lobalization is easier said than done." See

Cottrill, supra note 19, at 18.
22
M2 Presswire, UN: World Cannot Remain Divided Between Rich and Poor
and Remain Peaceful and Secure at the Same Time, Second Committee Told (Nov.

1, 2000).
23
Michael D. Bordo et al., Is Globalization Today Really Different than
Globalization a Hundred Years Ago?, 7195 NAT'L BUR. ECON. RES. passim (June

1999).
24

Id.

25

Id
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levels and international capital flows, are viewed as " . . . jeopardiz[ing] social cohesion and economic and financial stability
and therefore require the strengthening of national safety nets and
international institutions ... 26
"Globalization," the term itself, may conjure up feelings of animosity in regards to politics and capital flow, suggesting that the
power players in globalization are merely looking out for their own
interests. "Economically advanced nations" 27 also express concern
for the impact of globalization on, for example, high living standards. 28 The fear in this case is that the growth of developing countries like China, with expanding exports, will come at Western
expense. On a more extreme level, this fear is illustrated in Ross
Perot's comments that (North American Free Trade Agreement)
NAFTA would take American jobs and move them to Mexico. 29
Another example is set out in the 1993 European Union (EU)
White. Paper, "Growth, Competitiveness, and Employment," indicating the rise of developing nations and the possible adverse effects. 30 In this document, it is suggested that the rise in
unemployment within the EU was linked to a rise in Developing
Countries competing globally, with their very low cost levels that
the members of the EU could not match. 31 When a nation or conglomerate of nations takes the position that Developing Nations are
solely to blame for unemployment, it is only natural to find that one
of the significant reactions is apprehension.
During the 1970s there were debates over the "New International Economic Order," with assertions that globalization equaled
26

Id.

27

When speaking of "advanced nations", the term refers to nations such as

the U.S., U.K., and Japan who have strong economic stability, advanced technology and historically a source of influence in the international spectrum.
28 Paul Krugman & Anthony J. Venables, Globalizationand the Inequality of
Nations, 5098 NAT'L BUR. ECON. RES. (April 1995); see also HANDBOOK ON THE
GLOBALIZATION OF THE WORLD ECONOMY (Ammon Levy-Livermore ed., 1998)
[hereinafter HANDBOOK].
29 See HANDBOOK, supra note 28; See also North American Free Trade
Agreement, Dec. 17, 1992 U.S.-Can.-Mex., reprinted in 32 I.L.M. 289 [hereinafter
NAFTA]. See generally
TITES AFTER

JOINING TOGETHER STANDING APART: NATIONAL IDEN-

NAFTA (NAFTA Law & Policy Series v.4, Dorinda G. Dallmeyer

ed., 1997).
30 Growth, Competitiveness and Employment: The Challenges and Ways

Forward into the 21st Century, White Paper from the Commissioner of the European Communities (1993). See also HANDBOOK, supra note 28.
31 Id.
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32
gains at the expense of others and would not benefit all nations.
The general consensus was that the integration of markets would
bring benefit for rich nations at the expense of the poor nations, not
the opposite. This concern was due in part to history, and in part to
contrast. For example, the rapid growth of Eastern Asia and the
socio-economic problems of advanced nations at the same time.
Though this uneven growth pattern reflects internal issues, it is difficult to see how it affects the sovereign roles of nations in an international system. On the other hand, "free-trade enthusiasts"
usually assert that globalization benefits all economies. 33 Both the
concerns for damaging the "core" nations for the benefit of Developing Nations affecting the welfare of Developing Nations for the
advancement of core nations are justifiable; these issues share cer34
tain common factors, but there is no one single cause.
Conventional fears regarding globalization bring about the
idea of "winners and losers," which further fosters inequality, with a
consequence of dividing the rich and the poor, while the wealth remains at the center at the expense of the external poor.35 For some,
there may be a perception and fear that the multinationals will take
over, as discussed in section V of this paper, but this fails to take
into account that stable nation-state governments are a necessity to
many multinational firms. 36 Still others suggest that globalization
37
has a destabilizing impact upon nations.
Globalization of politics also engenders further apprehension.
Telecommunications and technology bring politics to the world very
easily - we can watch each other well. 38 A crisis in one nationstate can be immediately felt by all, increasing political awareness.
However, the nation involved in controversy may seek to control
accessible knowledge, and as a result information may lack comprehensive or truthful content.
Does globalization destroy the cultural identity provided by a
nation-state? There are fears of massive immigration movements
across borders in order to fill jobs. The EU is a possible model for
globalization, encompassing similar trepidation and impact. For ex32

Id.

33 Supra note 28.
34 Id.
35
36
37

Id.
See

38

See

HOLTON,

supra note 1, at 83.

HOLTON,

supra note 1, at 112.

Id.
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ample, in Denmark, the Danish People's Party views the EU as a
loss of Danish identity, therefore globalization is a negative concept. 39 Even in Ireland, where there are tremendous benefits 40 as a
result of EU membership, the Green Party expresses reservations
about globalization because they believe it is ripping up the countryside and the "Irish way of life."' 41 As with the EU, globalization
has both positive and negative aspects, but the possible positive effects far outweigh the negative ones.
The fact is that trepidation is a natural reaction to the sometimes ill placed notions that globalization is destroying the culture
that sovereignty purports to protect. This is largely due to the misuse of the term "sovereignty" (further discussed in the following
section) and the failure of the individual nation-states to recognize
their own accountability and responsibility in an ever-increasing
global environment. Since globalization is a mixture of many elements, which affect not only the economics of a nation-state but
also the socio-political aspects of a nation-state, it is difficult to
place "blame" for cross-border cultural movement (not destruction) on a natural occurring phenomenon.
IV.

SOVEREIGNTY AS A MISPLACED TERM

Sovereignty traditionally viewed with the supposition that a nation had absolute territorial control over movement of resources,
people and cultural influences across borders, is a myth. "Absolute
sovereignty" 42 never truly existed and historically as sovereignty de39 See Ronald M. Bosrock, Competition and Confrontation;From Olympian
Ideals to NationalistIsolation, Globalization Taps the Spectrum of Economic, Political and Social Emotions, STAR TRIB. (MN), Sept. 25, 2000 at 3D. In addition,
some fear the recent sanction by the EU Commission on Austria for political allegiance, however, this was allegiance to a Nazi party promoting ancient ideals of
National Socialism and thus the move by Comm. was wise - taking the past into
consideration in order to pave the way to the future. Moreover, immigration is an
easy target. See SASSEN at xiv.
40 Professor Lewis Schnur, Discussion (Dec. 3, 2000). Ireland receives a
great deal of economic support from the EU for roads, shipping, cables, telephones, etc. in order to create a strong and stable infrastructure.
41 Id. This is a minority perspective - Ireland has benefited enormously.
The EU demand for economic infrastructure improvements, brought action and
with action came economic development.
42 See PAPASTERGIADIS, supra note 10, at 83. Sovereignty as exclusive citizenship, the regulation of borders, political allegiance, standard language, and
seeking a "structure of belonging" and conformity in the name of common good -
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velops, it becomes more and more conditional, and is usually dependent on recognition by other nations. 43 Hence, it is difficult to
find support for the argument that globalization undermines the
"absolute sovereignty" of a nation-state.
Some theorists argue that the term sovereignty encompasses
the true nationality of the citizens of a nation-state. Nations have
varying degrees of "nationhood," as exemplified by different notions of citizenship. 4 4 France and Germany each have immensely
different conceptions of nationhood and citizenship. The French
focus on political understandings, based on birth (jus soli) and/or
permanent residence, permitting diverse cultural groups to interact
politically. 45 In Germany, on the other hand, nationhood is based
upon the culture of the German people and ethnicity (us
sanguinis), moving away from cultural diversity. 46 Yet, with little
exception, each of these nations is comprised of many different religious, ethnic, cultural and political facets. Therefore, if sovereignty is a term based upon nationhood, then the concept is as fluid
as the people of the nation.
Globalization alters the roles and relationships of nations, and
diminishes the traditional ideals of absolute sovereignty, while also
maintaining internal sovereignty 47 and sovereignty as a political
bargaining tool. 48 Consequently, sovereignty becomes conditional
on:
1. global economy (Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) and
global markets)
2. transnational bodies (economic regulatory bodies like the
United Nations (UN), European Union (EU), General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and the World
Trade Organization (WTO))
this does not exist, and the idea that identification with a community is tied to

absolute sovereignty creates a "nightmare".
43
44
45
46

Id. at 84.
See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 157.
Id.; see also, CHEN, supra note 3, at 167.
See CHEN, supra note 3, at 167.

47 Internal sovereignty is a concept, which refers to the containment of the
effects culture, identity, and nationality within the borders of the sovereign state,
as compared to external sovereignty as discussed later in this paper.

48 See generallyJ. Oloka-Onyango, Heretical Reflections on the Right to SelfDetermination;Prospects and Problemsfor a Democratic Global Future in the New
Millennium, 15 AM. U. hr'L L REV. 151 (1999).
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3. international law (conventions, UN and European conven49
tions and charters).
As time passes, nations hold less power in the global spectrum,
since globalization may be scrutinized as a "multi-actor system"
rather than an "inter-state system". 50 Still, even under the theory
of "conditional sovereignty," 51 globalization is analyzed as chipping
52
away at the nation-state.
Sovereignty no longer means imperialistic, authoritative control over the economic and socio-political makeup of a nation-state,
rather it is one component which aids in providing a source of identity for people and a stable structure for organizations in a growing
global environment.
V.

THE INFLUENCE OF MULTINATIONAL FIRMS AND NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

(NGOs)

The role of multinational trade and production, the production
and exchange by multinational firms, has been a force in global
trade for a century, however, the importance and number of multinational firms has greatly increased. Thus, multinationals "...
mitigate informational barriers to exchange[,]" thereby expanding
international trade. 53 This expansion is an additional source of con49 See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 107; See also UNITED NATIONS CHARTER,
adopted 26 June 1945, 59 Stat. 1031, T.S. 993, 3 Bevans 1153, entered into force 24
Oct. 1945, as amended by G.A. Res. 1991 (XVIII) 17 Dec. 1963, entered into force
31 Aug. 1965 (557 UNTS 143); 2101 of 20 Dec. 1965, entered into force 12 June
1968 (638 UNTS 308); and 2847 (XXVI) of 20 Dec. 1971, entered into force 24 Sept
1973 (892 UNTS 119). [hereinafter UN CHARTER]; General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, Oct. 30, 1947, 61 Stat. A-11, T.I.A.S. 1700, 55 U.N.T.S. 194, art. XIX,
BISD Vol. IV [hereinafter GATT]; Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World
Trade Organization, April 15, 1994 [hereinafter WTO Agreement]. As of Nov. 30,
2000, the WTO consists of 140 member nations.
50 Supra note 49. See also Richard Falk & Andrew Strauss, On the Creation
of a GlobalAssembly: Legitimacy and the Power of PopularSovereignty, 36 STAN.
J. INT'L L. 191, 193-220 (2000) (discussing the role of a global civil society, as a
multi-actor system.).
51 "Conditional Sovereignty" is a term referring to the many elements that
constitute sovereignty, as such, it is conditional upon both internal and external
factors - global economy, transnational bodies and international law.
52 See Falk & Strauss, supra note 50.
53 Supra note 49. See Leslie A. Burton, Toward an InternationalBankruptcy
Policy in Europe: Four Decades in Search of a Treaty, 5 ANN. SURV. INT'L & COMP.
L. 205 at n.63-n.64 (1999). See generally Louis Henkin, Symposium, Keynote Address: The Global Market as Friend or Foe of Human Rights: The Universal Decla-
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cern for those who believe that multinational corporations have too
much influence upon globalization.
Multinational corporations transfer investments across political
boundaries, and control technology transfers, two actions that affect
national taxes and the stance of government. 54 On the other hand,
they are affected by information technology and telecommunications. Globalization involves a balancing of all of these, additional
elements and an ". . . expanding web of transnational regulatory
institutions...," NGOs, and other multinational institutions, and as
a result cause commercial activity to move farther away from the
nation-state government.55 This move is reflected in the growth of
the International Money Fund (IMF), GATTIWTO, and the EU,
and with their expanding declarations, conventions, and international legal instruments. Thus, nation-states are faced with transnational commercial practices and the regulatory institutions, which
globalization engenders.
Social and financial safety nets like the WTO, IMF, and the
Basle Committee of Banking Supervisors, though flawed, provide
stability to emerging economies sensitive to banking, and currency
exchange problems and by the pulling back of capital. Yet, in the
same turn, these same groups squash democratic movements by
making relief contingent upon discontinuing publicly mandated social welfare programs. As such, there is the emergence of the dichotomy between social and economic based policies.
Multilateral institutions provide substitutes (albeit imperfect)
56
for the functions of global markets without global governance.
However, this leaves open the question and concern for small,
lower-income countries with only limited abilities to comprehensively protect themselves. This uneasiness is fostered when nationstates are home to multinational firms. A close relationship between the government of a "home-nation" and a multinational firm
legally constituted in that country might give rise to profits for the
firm, as well as its influence over the government. 57 For example,
ration at 50 and the Challenge of Global Markets, 25

BROOK.

J.

INT'L

L. 17, (1999).

"In an era of globalization, basic institutional structures that shape our daily interactions transcend national boundaries." Id.

See Henkin, supra note 53.
See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 84. See Henkin, supra note 53.
56 Supra note 53.
57 Id. See also Frank B. Rampersad, Coping with Globalization:A Suggested
Policy Package for Small Countries, 570 ANNALS 115, 116-118 (2000).
54

5
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the limitation of foreign ownership may appear as protectionism for
a nation, but may in fact be merely a profit-making tool for the
multinational firms. For some there may also be a perception and
fear that the multinationals will subjugate the nation-state, but this
fails to take into account the fact that stable nation-state governments are a necessity to the successful commercial activity of many
multinational firms. 58 Multinational firms depend on nations for
stability through the regulation, property ownership rules and
favorable fiscal treatment. 59 If a multinational relies on a nationstate, this is proof that the nation-state is a required component of
globalization.
Globalization is often viewed in economic terms as jeopardizing the integrity of a nation-state and its national cultures. The fact
is that borders still matter. 60 Global economic actors need the "...
stabilizing framework of rules and public support structures. '61 For
that reason, nation-states are not coming apart, but rather shifting
into expansive relationships with other nations, multinational firms,
and NGOs. 62
NGOs progress toward political globalization. International
affairs not only include the nation-state, but also international economic institutions, the UN, EU and NGOs, and an assortment of
social, political, human rights and charitable bodies. 63 Some consider this group equal to an "international civil society, ' 64 which
may lead to controversy, as with NGOs political influence on national and global levels. 65 NGOs, like multinational firms, may also
provide stability. They are responsible for the positive global influence upon changes for the environment and human rights (as further discussed in the next two sections of this paper), as such NGOs
are important to the context of globalization
58

Id. See also supra note 53.

59
60

Id.

See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 108.
Id.
62 Id. at 109.
63 See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 109. To name a few: Amnesty International, the International Commission of Jurists, and the International Committee
of Red Cross.
64 "International Civil Society" in this context means the interaction between government and non-government economic and socio-political groups, as
they work towards a common goal.
65 See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 111.
61
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GLOBALIZATION AS A SET OF PROCESSES

Global processes come about in national territories, leading to
a

need for deregulation and the formation of regimes that facil-

"...

itate the free circulation of capital, goods, information and services," which in part denationalizes a nation-state and in part shifts
elements of state sovereignty to other institutions. 66 As colonization brought sovereign legal systems and commercial codes to harmonize economics, globalization has to do the same and more.
Though globalization has not forced such a severe "... convergence

of domestic policies and institutions," it still brings much greater
integration. 67 The suggestion is that this greater integration "...
breeds friction and conflict rather than accord and harmony[.] ' '68
Along with generalized fear, political pressures, the halting of immigration and the stifling of capital flows may bring a retreat from
globalization into a protectionist environment.
A globalized polity is complex - there are many actors and
nations involved. Sovereignty may be intact in one sense, but only
when it relies upon the conditional compliance with transnational
regulations. 69 This suggests that because of international interdependency, problems of a nation-state are only effectively solved
with international co-operation and agreement. 70 The environment
is a prime example. Once a nation's concerns become interna71
tional, the risks are cross-border.
The concern is also cross-border, which causes jurisdictional issues for the regulatory reach of the nation-state. This may be considered an even larger problem when environmental hazards,
linked to the commercial activities of multinational firms, which
place profit higher than social objectives and repercussions, are
taken into account. 72 An example of this is the placement of envi66 See SASSEN, supra note 13, at xii. " Other institutions" range from supranational entities to the global capital market.
67

See Paul Krugman & Anthony J. Venables, Globalizationand the Inequal-

ity of Nations, 5098 NAT'L BUR. ECON. RES. (April 1995); see also

HANDBOOK,

supra note 28.

68

See Krugman & Venables, supra note 67.

69 See Ivan Simonovic, State Sovereignty and Globalization:Are Some States
More Equal?, 28 GA. J. INT'L & COMp. L. 381. 382-404 (2000).
70 Id.

71 Id. There is vast concern for devastating effects on humanity, like the
depletion of the ozone, industrial pollution, depletion of natural resources, etc.
72

Id.
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ronmentally hazardous products into nations with lower regulatory
73
standards, as with the Union Carbide plant in Bhopal, India.
In the case of the Bhopal disaster, the primary damage was the
loss of human life and ecological damage in the region; however,
"no effects of the accident were experienced outside the borders of
'74
India except for the economic effects on the parent company.
Subsequently, the transcendent effect is that the developing countries suffer as a result of the self-regulation on importing technol-

ogy. On the other hand, multinational corporations suffer because
they are forced to operate in less than optimum conditions. In the
future, disasters such as Bhopal may either cause the multinational
corporations significant loss in competitive markets or, more likely,
leave the consumer to pay for the consequences. "The only factor
that will rescue the developing countries from the dire prophecy of
Malthusian predictions is the bitter medicine of the dilution of lib'75
erty leading to technology transfer.
The results are potentially even more disastrous. 76 Conse-

quently, there is a strong tendency to think globally about environmental issues. This concern engenders further UN involvement,
such as the UN Conference on Environment and Development,
convened to consider an "Earth Charter. '77 Again, the UN was
criticized for non-enforcement of its ideals, but the NGOs essential
73 See generally FORTUN,
MENTALISM, DISASTER,

KIM, ADVOCACY

NEW GLOBAL ORDERS

AFTER

(2000);

BHOPAL: ENVIRONALFRED DEGRAZIA, A

CLOUD OVER BHOPAL, CAUSES, CONSEQUENCES AND CONSTRUCTIVE SOLUTIONS

(1992). See also Hanoch Dagan & James J. White, Governments, Citizens, and
Injurious Industries, 75 N.Y.U. L. REV. 354, 355-426 (2000). A case was filed in
the United States to circumvent Indian laws and obtain jurisdiction over the parent
company. Throughout litigation, neither the United States nor India referred to
international law.
71 See Sudhir K. Chopra, Multinational Corporations in the Aftermath of
Bhopal: The Need for A New Comprehensive Global Regime for Transnational
Corporate Activity, 29 VAL. U. L. REV. 235, 235-283 (1994). A subsidiary of a
multinational corporation operated in a developing foreign country. The subsidiary was subject only to the local laws and regulations, and not the laws regulating
the parent company. Moreover, the parent company was not free to manage and
operate its subsidiary's plant by way of providing technical and personnel
assistance.
75
76

Id. at 283.

See DEGRAZIA, supra note 73. See also FORTUN, supra note 73. In Bhopal, India more than 2500 people died as a result of the devastating effects of the
Union Carbide plant disaster.
77 See also The Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the
Human Environment, June 16, 1972, U.N. Doc A/CONF. 48.
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role in bringing concerns to governments and people, brought public pressure. 78 Without public pressure, any global achievement,
much less environmental protection, is very difficult.
Global politics are a reality; yet nationalism and national identity are also essential characteristics of securing political and socioeconomic stability and are ". . . conducive to business and expanding citizenship rights. ' 79 Therefore, a resistance to globalization in national politics and cultural identity may appear as a logical
result.8 0 The resurgence of nationalism and the perseverance of
ethnicity may seem to be opposite of globalization because nationalism emphasizes boundaries.8 1 Yet, nationalism also offers a "stable anchor" for identity and political security where global
capitalism cannot. " . . . [I]dentity, political loyalty and political
action are based on the membership of a national community[,]"
with politics and people as distinct entities.8 2 For example, identifying with a nation culturally and historically, but disagreeing on the
politics of government, are illustrations of this trend. Nations are
not really homogenous, they are mixtures of ethnic groups.8 3 This
calls into question the single-nation theory which makes claims
based solely on sovereign territory, whereas the "political and na'8 4
tional unit should be congruent.
The perception and illogicality of globalization is likely to be
related to discrete national identity and associated nationalist politics and political structures. Then again, this may be a reaction to
external forces. The former Soviet Union maintained a tightly held
political dominance, which is the likely cause of recent trend of na-

79

Id.
See

80

Id.

78

HOLTON,

supra note 1, at 130.

81 See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 135.
82 Id.
83 Thus, the conclusion could be drawn that nations are not entirely based
upon territorial units. There may be many "nations" within a state. For some
reason, people define themselves, in a larger sense, merely by their geographically
random and arbitrary location. But, as in Yugoslavia, other states, and particularly
African post-colonial predicaments, nations, i.e. racial, ethnic, or religious groups
want to redraw the borders. See generally Michael J. Kelly, Political Downsizing:
The Re-Emergence of Self-Determination, and the Movement Toward Smaller, Ethnically Homogenous States, 47 Drake L. Rev. 209 (1999).
84 See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 139.
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tionalism of Latvia, Ukraine and Chechnya. 85 External force may
well also be related to the erosion status quo regionalism, as with
the EU's counter-reactions over national sovereignty and reaction
to the Maastricht Treaty. 86 Thus, an increased emphasis upon nationalism by a nation-state may not be solely a reaction to globalization. The perceived fear may be grounded in a general trend
that a population experiences as it observes the replacement of its
87
national identity with one more global in character.
Where does culture fit in? Defining "culture" is difficult - it
is perhaps a mixture of ideas and common practices uniting a population. Yet, in today's world, cultural change can be depicted as
driven by western interest and this is yet another factor in the perceived apprehension by many that globalization will, in fact, be
westernization.
The Gulf War produced views that the Western Allies came
together against an Arab Nation in an attempt to colonize the
world at the expense of Arab dignity.8 8 Yet,
Cultural patterns have also been opened up to interchange with global migration, world travel, and a
continuing syncretization of cultural styles. The West
and the non-West are, in this sense, less and less distinct physical places, even though they still loom large
in the imagination as polar opposites. This polarization
may be interpreted, however, as an effect of moral and
political oversimplification, since it is not at all well
grounded either historically or analytically. 89
85 See generally Michael J. Kelly, supra note 83. "Self-determination has become a tool used by sub-groups within nation-states to ensure their continued existence as diverse and uniquely different cultures." Id. at 211-212.
86 See JOSEPH H.H. WEILER, THE CONSTITUTION OF EUROPE, "Do THE
NEW CLOTHES HAVE AN EMPEROR?" 1-100, 200-315 (1999).

Id.
See generally T.S. Twibell, Implementation of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) Under Shari'a (Islamic Law): Will Article 78 of the CISG be Enforced When the Forum is in an
Islamic State?, 9 INT'L LEGAL PERSP. 25 (1997). See also LAWRENCE FREEDMAN &
87

88

EFRAIM KARSH, THE GULF CONFLICT,
WORLD ORDER (1993).

89

1990-1991:

DIPLOMACY

IN THE NEW

Id. See also Robert Holton, Globalization's Cultural Consequences, 570

Annals 140 (2000) (describing the dichotomy between the Western and non-Western culture, using the example of the division between the Eastern Islamic nations
and the West as direct result of colonization and Western imperialism).
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The dynamics of the world mandate that there is no single logic.
The polarization 90 between civilizations, between the West and the
Islamic Axis, is culture based. 91 The notion of separate, discrete
civilizations only exaggerates cultural differences on a global level.
Differences in culture are more likely found on a local, national or
regional level. Nation-states "borrow and indigenize" elements
from the external world. 92 Therefore, culture is not solely based on
the identity one nation-state offers.
Human rights are at the core of cultural disputes over differences. Human rights are not dependant upon a nation-state, which
may be interpreted as devaluing the sovereignty of the nation, but
93
more importantly it gives way to the respect of human dignity.
China and the Islamic nations were accused of "watering down" the
1993 Vienna UN Conference, which addressed world Commitment
to Human Rights. 94 This was a demonstration of a very poor
human rights record in the non-western world. 95 Nonetheless,
there is pro-human rights action in non-western countries. 96 Some
nations may reject the opinion that aspects of international human
rights override their national, political and religious traditions while
at the same time support national initiations, which in effect enslave
90 "Polarization" refers to the theory that some nation-states are inherently
at completely opposite ends of the international spectrum, in terms of culture, government, values, etc., so much so that it is difficult to believe that there will ever be
joining of the two on a global scale and as such should remain at separate "poles."
91 See Twibell, supra note 88. See also supra note 89.
92
HOLTON, supra note 1, at 75.
93 See SASSEN, supra note 13, at 88. The idea is that human rights is an overriding factor to a nations sovereignty and ".

.

. the old hierarchies of power and

influence within the state are being reconfigured by increasing economic globalization and the ascendance of an international human rights regime." Id. at 99. See
also CHEN, supra note 3, at 197-98, 211-215.
94 See Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted Dec. 10, 1948, U.N.
G.A.Res. 217, U.N. Doc. A/810 at 71; Convention on the Rights of the Child, Nov.
20, 1989 (entered into force Sept. 2, 1990). As of Jan. 1, 1999, 191 states were
parties to this convention; European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, adopted at Rome Nov. 4, 1950, 213 U.N.T.S.
221, E.T.S. No. 5 (entered into force Sept. 3, 1953). As of Dec. 30, 1999, 21 states
were parties to this convention. [hereinafter European Convention on Human
Rights]. States must accept the fact that in a growing world community, they will
be held accountable for the responsibility (or lack thereof) owed to the citizens.
95

See THE EAST ASIAN CHALLENGES TO HUMAN RIGHTS (Joanne L. Bauer

& Daniel A. Bell eds., 1999).
96 Id. For example, a reporter in China may risk 15 years to life in prison for
writing an article revealing human rights violations in China.
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women, children, the poor, and immigrants to their cultural
whims. 97 Even though the pro-rights activists in these nations are a
minority, they still cause the problems to surface. 98
In China, there is official and unofficial pressure for political
reform, with the distinction between pure Confucian ideas of
human rights and other human rights concepts finely entrenched in
that society. This then leaves the cultural sensitivities open to western ideals of democratic universalism. 99 While the goal, clearly, is
to make human rights compatible with cultural traditions that transcend the individual, 10 0 nations refusing to partake in human rights
conferences, resisting the implications due to cultural differences,
and then killing or incarcerating their own citizens for supporting
human rights, present an alternative to this goal; the message is all
too clear.
The West may be at the forefront of securing human rights, but
is this a reason to argue pro-torture, imprisonment, social injustice?
97
See Brian Woods, The Slave Girls of Ghana, 17 N.Y.L. SCH. J. HUM. RTS.
(2001) "After we made our film The Dying Rooms, exposing fatal levels of neglect
in China's state run orphanages, we were asked by Channel Four and HBO to turn
our attention to the rest of the world, to investigate incidents of child abuse, neglect and exploitation wherever we might find it. TWo years later, after visiting 22
countries, we had a depressing catalogue to reveal to the world. In every one of
the four continents we visited we found examples of child servitude - children

were being enslaved for their bodies or their labour ....

Following the broadcast

of our film, and another expose produced shortly after ours by ABC's 60 Minutes
programme in the USA, the Ghanaian government did finally bow to international
pressure and passed a law in September 1.998 making it illegal to send a child away
from home for a religious ritual. However as the Ghanaian Ambassador to the
UN was quick to point out, passing a law is relatively easy, the real challenge is to
implement it."
98
See Geoffrey R. Watson, Symposium 17 PUGET SOUND L. REV. 503,504516 (1994) (citing Diane F. Orentilicher & Timothy A. Gelatt, Public Law, Private
Actors: The Impact of Human Rights on Business investors in China, 14 Nw. J.
INT'L L. & Bus. 66, 120 (1993) and discussing China's involvement with GATT
and human rights).
99 See id. In China, shelter and food are fundamental rights, as is economic
stability. Though China's guaranteed economic stability is not relatively up to
American standards, the freedom of speech is not so crucial; whereas, in the
United States, there is no fundamental right to food or shelter, but an individual's
freedom speech is of utmost importance. Thus, there is a dichotomy of individual
rights versus community rights.
100 Id. See also Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted Dec. 10,
1948, U.N. G.A.Res. 217, U.N. Doc. A/810 at 71; Convention on the Rights of the
Child, Nov. 20, 1989 (entered into force Sept. 2, 1990). As of Jan. 1, 2000, 191
states were parties to this convention; European Convention on Human Rights.
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"The dilemma here is that if any support of human rights is identified with Western influence, the link between the West and human
rights cannot then in principle be falsified and is hence a philosophic assertion rather than an empirical secure proposition."' 10 1
As such, globalization must include, not only a movement towards
the integration of economic, socio-political and cultural identities,
but it must also include a move towards greater incorporation of
the ideals and basic values of human dignity.

VII.

THEORIES OF RESPONSE TO GLOBALIZATION

Globalization invokes a series of theoretical responses. One
example is protectionism.' 0 2 The 1934 Regional Trade Analytical
Agenda (RTAA) initiative used protectionism as a means to avoid
injury to domestic producers by allowing a nation to cease trade
with anyone. Although the RTAA was formalized in Article XIX
of the GATT, reiterated and sustained in the 1994 GATT and
WTO, it is viewed by many as the "United States (U.S.) escape
clause." 10 3 Others interpreted this text as a political compromise
for support of trade by generating "protectionist loopholes.' 10 4
Surely a desired balance must provide for safeguards, while at the
same time promoting and supporting open markets.
Another theory is the hybrid trade-theory, highlighting both:
a) costly trade in differentiated final goods, and b) trade in intermediate goods and a monopolistic competition, suggests that ". . . a
single cause - the long term decline in transportation costs, leading to growing integration of world markets - can produce first a
division of the world into rich and poor regions, [and] then a convergence in income and economic structure between the regions." 10 5 While globalization may hurt certain groups, one
argument is that it will raise the overall real income of all na101 See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 178.
102 Protectionism refers to the theory that under threat of crumbling nationality and cultural identity, a nation-state acts in a way, which implies that it will take
all necessary precautions to ensure the stability of the sovereignty of the nationstate. For example the U.S. adopted the U.S. Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of
1976. See 28 U.S.C. §§1330, 1332, 1391(f), 1441(d), 1602-1611 (1976).
103 See generally WTO Agreement & GATT, supra note 49.
104 See HANDBOOK, supra note 28.
105

See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 178 (emphasis added).
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tions.106 The exceptions, of course, are those nations retaining or
hesitant in their reduction of trade barriers or their removal; these
countries may well find themselves in economically worse situations
107
as a result.
However, it can also be said that globalization is at the expense
of the center. 10 8 For example, if less developed countries rely solely
upon core nation-states to aid in adaptation, then this can deplete
the resources of the core nations. Thus, creating a harmful "winner
and loser" situation. If there is interaction between scale economies and transportation costs equal out, then globalization of economy has to achieve integration before the center or the externals
take control "divergence and convergence of global
economy."10 9
Polarization is an alternative theory, which may seem acceptable at the onset but problems still arise. It is competent to argue
that other factors accommodate " ... complexities of global cultural
development... "110 Hybridization, which " . . . emphasizes cultural hybridity, creolization or syncretism within global culture," is
another theoretical suggestion that cross-cultural borrowing blends
and creates a mixed culture to ensure the flow of people, ideas and
culture across political and cultural boundaries. 1 '
Though the West may be a strong influence in technology, telecommunications and broadcasting, the West does not so easily influence the core and hence precious areas of culture, like religion.
Thus, an argument can be made that homogenization does not work
well because it operates on a single-world logic; polarization,
though aware of different trends, and recognizing competing logics,
still functions with disregard for the ".... interpretation and areas of
common ground between the large-scale entities with which it oper106
See generally Jon Mandle, Globalization and Justice, 570 ANNALS 126
(2000). Globalization may raise the overall real income, yet, at the same time since
GATT's inception, there has been a widening gap between the rich and the poor.
And, while the U.S. and the EU remain two of the most protectionist nations,
there is a pigeonholing of single markets in smaller developing countries, for example, Cacao in West Africa and Bananas in Central America.
107
See HANDBOOK, supra note 28.
108
Id.
109 To further explain, there cannot be one center of economic control, there
has to be a sharing by the internals and the externals in order to avoid detrimental
results. HOLTON, supra note 1, at 178.
110 See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 179.
111 Id.
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ates. ' 11 2 Hybridization avoids the two previous problems by focusing on " . . . interculturalism for cultural identity, as well as the
syncretic historic - making of cultural forms... "113 But, the theory is unclear about the limits - how far or to what extent balance
between polarization and interculturalism might be achieved. More
importantly, the question of "how to balance a sense of globalization as opportunity with globalization as a constraint"' 14 remains
unanswered.
A fusion of theories would recognize contrasts in popular allegiance and cultural identity and acknowledge that ethnicity has an
important role. Again, there are many different interpretations of
"ethnicity, consisting largely of cultural influence. ' ' " 5 In light of
16
this, has globalization brought "cultural crisis and insecurity?"
One argument is that the revival of nationalism illustrates cultural
crisis because culture is the most difficult element to globalize and
nationalism usually comes out most in times of crises and war.
From this assertion, it may follow that globalization is perceived as
a crisis, with threats of restructuring, job loss, declining economies,
declining social cohesion, and mass migration. On the positive side,
however, it can also be said that nationalism is more likely a response to globalization, not a reaction against globalization.
There are a number of schools of thought regarding globalization and the nation-states. If there is a move away from considering
globalization as a capitalist world system full of multinational firms
controlling economics, or an increase in nationalism and focus on
ethnicity as resistance to globalization, or the perception that there
are "global cultural forms emerging that are transnational in form
yet far from dominated by global capitalist,"'1 7 then perhaps these
See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 184
Id.
Id.
114
115
See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 148.
116
See William B. Wood & George J. Demko, Reordering the World-Geopolitical Perspectives of the 21s" Century (2d ed. 1999). See also William B. Wood,
Geography and the Boundaries of Confidence: Geography: A Lesson for Diplomats, 23 FLETCHER F. WORLD AFF. 5 (1999). The author contends that humantiarian crises come from an "overlapping" of many factors, such as natural disaster,
war, etc. Furthermore, the author states that "[if] there is any way our to this
"more crises equals less development" morass, it lies in a twin push for sustainable
development ad respect for human rights requiring intensive and bold diplomatic
efforts to institute sound economic, legal and political systems." Id.
See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 161.
117
112
113
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negative perceptions can be replaced by others reflecting a more
positive enlightenment.
VIII.

COMMON AND/COMPETING INTERESTS

Is the nation-state disappearing bit by bit under economic
globalization? Globalization of the economy relies upon large
amounts of money and capital moving across political boundaries
and affects foreign exchange, interest rates, stock market investment levels, employment levels and government tax revenues.
Globalization affects each nation differently. Variances stem from
a number of factors, including size, wealth and power. It is not a
"unitary process." 118 For example, the movement of goods or people is less difficult to regulate within a nation then is the transfer of
funds and information.
The variations in regulatory standards and managing cross jurisdictional problems create many issues since the very nature of
globalization encourages commercial activity outside and across
these regulations." 9 Evasion problems increase when a nation
lacks the ability to properly regulate. Powers like the U.S. or Japan,
are at opposite ends of the spectrum from a country like
Mozambique, due to their higher levels of influence, bargaining
power, regulatory capacity and capital, which reaches beyond the
nation-state itself. Nations like Malaysia and Indonesia face instability and indebtedness, while still achieving some economic success, fall somewhere in the middle of the spectrum, and are
recognized by regulatory bodies. On the other hand, China is a nation-state that is un-represented in major transnational regulatory
institutions, yet still maintains control over the regulation of access
to its economy. 120 Therefore, variations in regulation play an important role in defining the variations of the impact of globalization
on nation-states.
Two problems arise when attempting to bring together the
common and competing interests: 1. cross-border economic activity
regulation, and 2. national integrity of the people - cultural identity which is influenced by the nation-state, global trends, labor migration, film, music, etc., and the impact of the regulatory bodies on
118 See Wood & Demko, supra note 112. See also Geography and the Boundaries of Confidence: Geography: A Lesson for Diplomats, supra note 12.
119 See Burton, supra note 53.
120 See Watson, supra note 98.
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human rights and citizenship. 121 Thus, the question remains, will
nationalism resist the break down of nations as discrete units due to
122
impressing global culture?
There are pressures against external interference in domestic
matters, yet other forces that might influence internal matters are
welcomed. For instance, Australia supports the GATT/WTO trading rules, but opposes global environmental treaties. 123 Another
example is the position taken by opponents of a multinational
firm's influence over the nation-states; who, on the other hand, welcome international human rights treaties and conventions. 124 These
issues and others set a general pattern, which leads to the conclusion that, although there are negative facets of globalization. This
negativity goes hand in hand with the acceptance of vital global
trends, which are quickly becoming the intrinsic segments of
globalization.

IX. U.S.

RESPONSE AND INVOLVEMENT IN GLOBALIZATION

The United States has been criticized for its involvement, or
rather lack of involvement, in international law and the process of
globalization. Though the U.S. accepted NAFTA and the WTO, a

contention can be made that the U.S. selectively rejects multilateral
regimes.' 25 Some academic and intellectual groups claim this selec-

tivity is, in fact, a defense of American institutions against the encroaching international institutions.1 2 6 As such, protective
measures provide justification for the U.S. to "pick and choose" the
See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 86.
Id.
123 See generally WTO Agreement & GATT, supra note 49.
124 E.g.,Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted Dec. 10, 1948, U.N.
G.A.Res. 217, U.N. Doc. A/810 at 71; Convention on the Rights of the Child, Nov.
20, 1989 (entered into force Sept. 2, 1990). As of Jan. 1, 1999, 191 states were
parties to this convention; European Convention on Human Rights.
125 Peter J. Spiro, The New Sovereigntists; American Exceptionalism and Its
False Prophets, FOREIGN AFF., Nov./Dec. 2000, at 9 (regarding arms, environment,
human rights, etc.); see also NAFA, supra note 29.
126 Jonathan Peterson, Unlikely Anti-Trade Warrior; In the Anti-Globalization
Effort, Conservative IndustrialistRoger Milliken is a CriticalLink in a Chain Uniting Organized Labor, Consumer Activists and Angry Nationalists, L.A. TIMES, Oct.
2, 2000 at 1. U.S. protesters believe that globalization leads to disaster. For example, NAFTA and deals with China threaten the nation and makes U.S. factories
vulnerable to cheap foreign competitions and as a result this hurts the U.S. economy and thus, U.S. families as well. This view illustrates the inherent problems
that are rooted in self-interest and the failure to take responsibility.
121
122
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international laws that serve it best. This is the same ancient pro127
tectionism brought about in the 1934 RTAA.

The view of many members of the Global Community is that
the U.S. defines sovereignty in terms of U.S. resistance to international incorporation draped in the guise of the U.S. Constitution,
even though international laws and conventions are universally accepted by others. 128 For example, the U.S. refusal to sign the Land
Mines Convention and the Rome Treaty establishing the (International Criminal Court) ICC,12 9 further demonstrates the lack of

U.S. cooperation. In addition, only the U.S. and Somalia refused to
accede to the Convention on the Rights of the Child. It seems preposterous that the U.S. challenges the governmental structure and
activities of other nation-states and, in turn, refuses to comply with
130
crucial human rights treaties and conventions.
One defense is that of non-participation, which limits U.S.

global involvement under a "new sovereignty" theory. The theory
asserts that: the emerging international legal order is vague and intrusive on domestic affairs; that the international law-making pro-

cess is unaccountable and unenforceable;

and there is an

assumption that the U.S. can "opt out of international regimes"

based on power, legal right and Constitutional duty.13' The arguSee generally GATT', supra note 49.
See supra note 123 and accompanying text.
See Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, U.N. Doc. A/Conf.
183/9 (1998), 37 I.L.M. 999 [hereinafter Rome Statute]. Though President Clinton
signed the Treaty, the Treaty is not self-executing, and therefore would still have to
pass through the Senate, which is unlikely.
130 See, e.g., Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted Dec. 10, 1948,
U.N. G.A.Res. 217, U.N. Doc. A/810 at 71; Convention on the Rights of the Child,
Nov. 20, 1989 (entered into force Sept. 2, 1990). As of Jan. 1, 1999, 191 states were
parties to this convention; European Convention on Human Rights.
131 See Spiro, supra note 125, at 9. The author contends that Federal courts
do not have the right to enforce international law, even regarding human rights,
but "such values as federalism, the separation of powers, and individual rights are
not so brittle that they will shatter at the intersection with globalization." In addition, "[p]articular issues involved could be debated according to their policy merits
alone. But New Sovereigntism avoids the policy debate and simply presents a respectable catchall defense of nonparticipation in international regimes. As a result, it limits America's future global involvement - with attendant costs to the
nation and the world." Id. But cf. Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 U.S.
398 (1963); Cf AnneMarie Slaughter Burley, International Law and International
Relations Theory: A Dual Agenda, 87 A.J.I.L. 205 (1993); Anne Marie Slaughter
Burley, International Law in a World of Liberal States, 6 EUR. J. INT'L L 503
(1995).
127
128
129
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ments that international law, including human rights, is "too amorphous" and trespasses on domestic affairs, do not pass muster.
Current vagueness of the laws does not stop further definition at
some point in the future. In addition, human rights expand the
treatment of citizens. Even with deficiencies in accountability,
NGOs and humanity offer solutions and apply pressure upon local
governments, thus promoting enforceability.
The fact that most nations obey international law means that it
is a major element of globalization. International law governs
transnational elements including domestic issues, and human rights
actions are substantially increasing. Just because there are violators
of these laws does not mean that the U.S. should turn its back on
the global process.
Presently, the U.S. can opt out of international involvement
"because it can," thus feeding into the fear of "might over right."
In the past, the U.S. could resist international norms because other
nation-states were not willing to suffer the consequences of sanctioning the U.S. At that point, NGOs were not as powerful as they
are today. Globalization brings these issues to the forefront, pres132
suring key U.S. actors.
"New Sovereignty" retards the advancement of international
law. The U.S. is still the most powerful nation, but the failure to
comply with international law eats away at the ability to pressure
others into compliance with desired terms. 133 Non-participation in
the process will hurt the U.S. in the long run. The truth is that
globalization is approaching and at some point we will have to accept and adopt it.
X.

ADEQUACIES AND INADEQUACIES IN THE RESPONSE

OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

"International Law" may sometimes be viewed as a fiction,
perhaps better expressed in terms of a contract, a treaty, in which
134
the parties to the contract must comply with the provisions.
Therefore, a treaty is only of interest to the parties involved. This
132 Corporations and individual states involved in international aspects of
trade and investment.
133 The U.S. failure to comply with the conventions and treaties creates a conflict for the U.S. As a result, the U.S. compromises its own interests because only
members have a voice in shaping international laws and conventions.
134 Professor Lewis Schnur, Discussion (Dec. 3, 2000).
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presents a problem in terms of globalization. When any nationstate hesitates to become involved in international law, this creates
apprehension regarding the impact of the global effects. There are
numerous dilemmas regarding sovereignty and globalization, as international legal terms, which must be resolved.
The formation of the UN was a response to the globalization
caused by World War II, fuelled by a goal to maintain world peace
through international law-making as adopted by member nations.
Once again, the problem of heavy western influence arose. The interests of nations like the United States and the United Kingdom
demonstrated that the West dominated the UN. Over the half-century since its formation, this "western-concern" has become somewhat reduced by the expansion of new members to the UN, with a
shift to global justice and human rights issues as globalization has
135
become the key factor in world commerce.
With the focus on human rights came the conflict over the
meaning of "human rights." What constitutes a violation? NGOs
play a major role in bringing violations to the forefront, yet, the
conflicts over interpretation of these rights calls into question some
aspects in the belief of globalization of politics.136 Nevertheless,
even with such conflict, there emerges at least an illustration of
deemed violations and injustices -

a record of events -

making

37
claims of ignorance difficult.'
The UN is criticized as a body, which because of its procedures
and emphasis upon debate, can be said simply as one sustaining
non-effective policy. For example, the failure to prevent civil war
and genocide in the former Yugoslavia, Rwanda and Somalia, the
failure to deliver appropriate resources to troubled nations, the failure effectively to intercede in rivalries between nations, and the
failure of major nations effectively to intervene to stop war, all support these claims. 138 One conclusion is that the UN maintains a

135

See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 117.

supra note 3, at 66-67, 335.
137 When atrocities are brought into the public awareness, it makes it very
difficult for a government or people to deny accountability, and in the face of denial, there is at least recognition of the events.
138 See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 118; see also CHEN, supra note 3, at 66-67,
136 CHEN,
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consensus of what should be done and at the same time fails to
139
respond to crises.
Conversely, although the UN has weak spots, it can be said to
be a global forum for the exchange of views, negotiations and implementation of solutions for problems as defined by members and
NGOs, which is historically unprecedented. The UN may not be
able to force the nations into compliance but it does carry political
influence in conflict situations and socio-economic issues. For instance, conflict resolution and peace-keeping missions have had
some success in Namibia, and a positive result in Cambodia. 140
Studies illustrate that when the UN mission fails in any particular
instance, this usually occurs when nations have had long histories of
dispute, like Arab-Israeli warfare, or when nations without leadership as in Somalia and Rwanda are involved. 14' In this respect,
globalization is more equal to world order rather than world peace.
Section 2.1 of the UN Charter, 142 reaffirms the distinction between the internal sovereignty 143 of a territory and the external sovereignty 44 as it relates to a population of member states and to the
relations between those nation-states, asserting the dependence of a
nation-state upon commonly agreed to rules and political reciprocity to ensure juridicial equality. 45 Alternatively, the surfacing of
international claims regarding humanity and world order in the judicial hands of the International Court of Justice (ICJ), European
Court of Justice (ECJ), and the European Court of Human Rights
(ECHR) allows a state and an individual to take action against a
nation on the basis of transnational values. 146
The Security Council, in effect, the U.S., U.K., Russia, China, and France
are the "failures" not the U.N., which is a fiction without the member states.
140 CHEN at 57, 253-54, 293.
141
Id.
142 See UN CHARTER, art. 2, para. 1.
143 See supra note 48 and accompanying text.
144 External sovereignty is a concept that refers to the effects of internal sovereignty - culture, identity and nationality - that fall outside the borders of the
nation state. For example, if a war broke out within the borders of the nation-state
and then moved across the borders then this would represent the external effects
of internal sovereignty.
145 HOLTON, supra note 1, at 86. See also, UN CHARTER, art. 2, para. 1.
146 Professor Willhelm Altes & Professor Lewis Schnur, Discussion on European Telecommunications and Broadcasting (September 2000). An individual cannot bring a claim to the ICJ, but can, in effect, bring a claim in the ECJ and the
ECHR.
139
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When nation-state laws conflict with international human
rights laws, then this may represent a conflict with state laws. An
excellent example of this conflict may be seen by analyzing the Nuremberg trials after World War II, they created precedence for the
"coming together" of nations to form, in effect, a transnational legal
and political system. 147 As evidenced by the EU, there are limits
and difficulties in the enforcement of transnational judicial process.
Another indication of this conflict may be seen within the UN;
members are automatically party to the ICJ, established through
the UN Charter, but need not accept ICJ jurisdiction and only approximately one-third do. When the case of Nicaragua v. United
States1 48 was brought against the U.S. in 1984, for the mining of
Nicaraguan harbors and supporting insurgents, the U.S. refused the
jurisdiction of the ICJ. 149 Furthermore, in the 1973 case of New
Zealand and Australia v. France,'50 over nuclear testing in the Pacific, France refused the jurisdiction of the ICJ; however, at that
point, they did cease that type of testing 51 . Therefore, in some instances, although jurisdiction may be refused, the political pressures
may in fact create the necessary enforcement. Simply put, international public opinion matters.
In order for a sovereign nation to exist and to survive, nationstates would have to remain institutions that act only for the benefit
of its particular interests. If those interests broaden and support
global trends, then that nation is faced with the need to maintain

147 See CHEN, supra note 3, at 197, 198, 232. "Important precedents were
provided by the Nuremberg Charter and by the war crimes trials... " and dealt
directly with the allocation of responsibility. See TRIMBLE, supra note 6, at 925,
1163-65, 1245-1259.
148 Military and Paramilitary Activities in and Against Nicaragua (Nicar. v.
U.S.), 1986 I.C.J. 392 (June 27).
149 See TRIMBLE, supra note 6, at 21, 1174, 1181, 1199-1203. The U.S. continued its support of the Nicaraguan Contras despite a ruling by the ICJ against the
U.S.. See also HOLTON, supra note 1, at 88.
150 Nuclear Tests case (Austl. v. Fr.), 1974 I.C.J. 253 (dec. 20); (N.Z. v. Fr.)
1973, I.C.J. 457 (Dec. 20).
151 See CHEN, supra note 3, at 356. This case represents th'e "informal invocation" of NGOs to monitor environmental protection and ability to pressure nationstates into positive response in the face of a negative situation, and as a result led
to successful mediation and an ". . . unprecedented international damages case
arbitrated by agreement between a sovereign state and a nongovernmental organization .... " Id.
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the integrity of those global interests while at the same time main152
tain its cultural identities.
As an example, the development of dispute resolution process
within the UN ideally lends to the preservation of a nation's' cultural identity, while allowing for dialectic discussion of issues in order to reach consensus. 153 Some nations are reluctant to support
these arrangements, perhaps because of the perception that its right
to "make war" should be preserved. 54 Problems between nations
like Iran and Iraq, and the ethnic division in Central Asia, do not
attract straightforward solutions. Therefore, consensus in the EU
sense of the word is ideal, but currently is not a global reality.
The UN plays a continuous role in globalization, promoting
new global order, as seen in the current 5 5 h session and the Millennium Summit. 1 55 The Committee Continuing Consideration of
2001 Least Developed Countries illustrates the concern that the division of the world into rich and poor does not facilitate peace.
Least developed countries face urgent problems. In the recent session, Nepal's representative suggested a four-prong approach 56 to
abolish the category of least developed nations by 2020, thereby
brining them into globalization instead of locking them out.

152 Professor Willhelm Altes & Professor Lewis Schnur, Discussion on European Telecommunications and Broadcasting (September 2000).
153 See Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes Between States
and Nationals of Other States, March 18, 1965, 17 U.S.T. 1270, T.I.A.S. No. 6090,
575 U.N.T.S. 159 (entered into force Oct. 14, 1966). As of Jan. 1, 1999, 129 states
were parties to this convention.
154 HOLTON, supra note 1, at 103.
155 M2 Presswire, UN: General Assembly Adopts 179-item Agenda for FiftyFifth Session; New Items Include Role of United Nations in Promoting New Global
Order, Global Partnerships,Role of Diamonds in Conflict (Sept. 12, 2000).
156 Id. The four prongs are: 1. duty free; 2. quota free access to world markets; 3. debt reduction; and 4. enhanced ODA and foreign direct investment. Although there were arguments that international support has not been forthcoming,
the international community must come together to ensure these positions in order
to decrease the risks. Even the U.S. took a problem solving approach with a "results-oriented" program so that the benefits are shared equally. Thus, returning to
and affirming the theory that there must be a "convergence and divergence" of the
internals and externals to ensure that a single group does not take control in order
for globalization to be an evenly dispersed process. Id. See also Sandy M. Fernandez, Global Concern; At the State of the World Forum, TIME's Leader's for the
New Millennium Ponder the Risks and Benefits of Rapid Change, TIME, Sept. 18,
2000 at 20.
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Further criticism of the UN maintains that the Millennium
Summit merely called for the "subjugation of sovereignty" 157 to the
UN in order to grant the authority for a UN army, cloaked in terms
of "collective responsibility" and "common humanity. ' 158 In response, the goal of the UN is peace, and when the world is faced

with troubling crimes against human dignity, then the outcome
must be global responsibility for those crimes.' 59 As we walk into
the millennium,' we must overcome the dilemma between sovereignty and humanity, more importantly, we must not "put self-interest before humanity," 160 instead, nation-states have to find unity
16
in common goals and values with "human-centered security.' '

Even in the face of UN criticism, International agreements,
multilateral treaties or declarations are important components of
international law and globalization, and usually do accommodate

the interests of the signatories. Thus, domestic and foreign politics
may co-mingle. Many nations are increasingly involved in "multilateral forms of international governance," like the multipurpose
UN General Assembly, along with the more specific organizations
such as the WTO and the WHO. 162 The development of UN agencies, like the UN High Commission for Refugees, with its own
agendas and structure, illustrate the truth that more and more nations are faced with problems that cannot be solved on a national
basis. Many nations lack the resources and expertise to manage setbacks like poverty and pollution. Expert attention, paves the way
163
so that change may more easily occur.

157 Diane Sabom, U.N. Wants to Rule New World Order, INSIGHT ON THE
NEWS, Oct. 23, 2000 at 21.
158 Id. Peace in terms of an army is alarming matter, the concern is that the
UN is the sole body, which picks the good guys and the bad guys.
159 Id. These are the problems of the world, when speaking about the atrocities in Rwanda at the recent UN Millennium Summit, Romeo Dallaire, the former
commander of UN forces in Rwanda, questioned about the international failure in
Rwanda and who was responsible, he replied - "every sovereign state that put
self-interest before humanity." Id. See also Sandy M. Fernandez, Global Concern;
At the State of the World Forum, TIME's Leader's for the New Millennium Ponder
the Risks and Benefits of Rapid Change, TIME, Sept. 18, 2000 at 20.
160 Id. Traditional notions of sovereignty, as Kofi Annan believes, are "obstacles to effective action in humanitarian crises." See Sabom, supra note 157.
161
Id.
162 HOLTON, supra note 1, at 115.
163 See generally Franz Xaver Perrez, The Efficiency of Cooperation:A functional Analysis of Sovereignty, 15 ARIZ. J. INT'L & COMP. L. 515 (1998) (exploring
the "relationship between permanent sovereignty over natural resources and the
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International law has a strong role in the success of world order ". . . in which both minimum world order and optimum world
order can be obtained. ' 164 Since human problems are global, then
international law must be maintained to cope with them. 65 Though
flawed, international law is moving forwards with groups like the
UN, "facilitat[ing] the making and application of law for multiple
and universal purposes," which along with other groups, bring
structure to world process. 66 Trends show a greater adequacy in
the move forward, with European and non-European states participating in universality.1 67 Since there is an increased participation in
universality, and thus, globalization, then the traditional divisions of
territory are replaced with more pertinent concerns for such issues
as the protection of human rights, the allocation of resources, and
the protection of the environment. 168 International law is a
continuing process of authority and decisions by which members
identify and implement purpose and policy. We live in a state-centered world with territorial based communities, for that reason the
69
function of international law is crucial to globalization.'

XI.

REALITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The EU respects, as a basic concept, each member states' right
to national self-determination, while maintaining an overarching infrastructure. In the same manner, globalization need not destroy
culture based on ethnicity, even though it has deeply influenced social change and distribution of power. There should be sensitivity
to the need to balance and to reconcile the global and local issues,
while "political and cultural boundaries are simultaneously permeobligation not to cause transboundary degradation"). See also TRIMBLE, supea
note 6, at 293, 503-505, 511-512.
164 Professor Lung-Chu Chen, Class Lecture (Nov. 29, 2000).
165 See CHEN, supra note 3, at 411.
166 See CHEN, supra note 3, at 413.
167 See CHEN, supra note 3, at 414. There is a deeper perception of the common interest relating human kind as a whole, instead of territorially divided.
168 See CHEN, supra note 3, at 415. Bearing in mind that the "minimum order
that exists is precarious" for instance, the Iran-Iraq war, the conflicts in Yugoslavia

and the failure to meet the challenges in which human dignity requires a "greater
production and wider distribution of all basic values." Id. See also Professor
Lung-Chu Chen, Class Lecture (Nov. 29, 2000).
169 Professor Lung-Chu Chen, Class Lecture (Nov. 29, 2000). States are held

to international standards that globalization brings forth, international law is a
continuing process to mesh common interests as we seek global order.
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ated and re-established, transcended and reinvented by complex
processes of social change.' 170 This wanted result may be obtained.
Moreover, taking into account the co-existence of modern trends
and cultural tradition, it is clear that issues are multi-dimensional.
As Roland Robertson's theory professes, globalization should be
considered multidimensional in order to see all aspects, economic,
71
political, and cultural, etc., with many players on the global field.

The task for the future is to maintain the order,'172 continue to believe that every citizen makes a difference, and think temporally for
73

future generations.
Should there be a "recast[ing] of ideals of democracy on a

transnational basis" or a global (UN) or regional (EU) basis? Is the
EU a world model? The integration of markets and political decisions which are not dependent upon the pressure of a single "European loyalty," the use of international institutions which allow for

accommodation without cultural loyalty to the infrastructure may
be one example of such a model. 174 Yet, the EU is not only vulner-

able to national and local resistance, but under attack for its "federalist" trends. It is also difficult to see how the EU model would
work elsewhere. NAFITA and APEC are restricted to economic is-

sues, with more cultural challenges than in the EU, 175 and as such
can not function in the same manner.
Globalization appears, therefore, not to be a "world system"
but rather an evolving human condition that is not necessarily fuelled by exploitation of a system, which can never be challenged or

changed.'

76

Culture and economy drive the interaction of a global

See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 188.
See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 191 (quoting Roland Robertson).
172 Professor Lung-Chu Chen, Class Lecture (Nov. 29, 2000). This occurs
through the interaction between government and private sectors working towards
order.
173 Id. The necessary goal is to "think globally but act locally" there has to be
a starting point at national levels, even a federal government relies on local government, there must be a common interest to achieve this, every interaction has its
consequences, and along with consequences comes responsibility.
174 Professor Willhelm Altes & Professor Lewis Schnur, Discussion on European Telecommunications and Broadcasting (September 2000).
175 For example, there is a history of animosity and apprehension, language
barriers, major gaps in class divisions, major differences in monetary values, culture is inherently different, and the apprehension and sometimes hostility of the
citizens towards integration and failure to think globally instead in terms of selfinterest and tradition. See also NAFTA, supra note 29.
176 See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 191.
170
171
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consumer capitalism and demand. This can result in the rise of dis-

proportionate power of multinational firms as compared to the
purchasing power of consumers; and it is difficult to reconcile cultural orientations with global differences. 177 Perhaps, a clearer perspective is from the "New Haven School Approach"; if
globalization is thought of as a continuing process for "clarifying
and securing common interests" of the community then the future
lies in a better world community, not in backwards movement, relying upon global factors to move forwards
178
greater human dignity."'

"...

in a direction of

CONCLUSION

The challenges of globalization to the ideals of democracy
pierces political boundaries that have historically defined territory
founded upon self-determination.1 79 Globalization is not an eco-

nomic or a socio-political process, it is both. Globalization is a set
of "intersecting processes," with limits and trends, and some
schools of social enquiry argue that these processes move people
from their cultural security and hence their happiness ". . . into a
more critical standpoint towards social life."' 180 While a critical approach is necessary, perhaps a more positive approach with less
"gloom and despair" might follow should it be characterized by an

appreciation of global influences. Globalization is an uneven process. As Eric Hobsbawn stated, "Utopia may equally prove fruitful
as barren."' 81 Globalization may finally turn on the limits of reality
or approach perhaps a more desirable formation of Utopian philosSee HOLTON, supra note 1, at 196.
Professor Lung-Chu Chen, Class Lecture (Nov. 29, 2000); see also CHEN
at 413; "The New Haven School confronts this question squarely by articulating
and appraising policy considerations openly and explicitly in terms of the common
interest. The comprehensive set of public order goals it recommends for postulation, clarification, and implementation are those, which today is commonly characterized as the basic values of human dignity or of a free society. This is not an
idiosyncratic or arbitrary choice, but the product of many heritages." See TRIMBLE, supra note 6, at 45. The concept calls for believing that international law is
"contextual, problem-solving, and multi-method in nature," and so it is clear that
globalization can be related to the same theory as a basis for describing and considering globalization in broader terms which incorporate many segments in order
to reach the goal of a "minimum world order" in a the setting of globalization.
TRIMBLE, supra note 6, at 45
179 See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 200.
180 See HOLTON, supra note 1, at 204.
181 Id. (quoting Eric Hobsbawn).
177
178
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ophy, but the answer is that we won't really know until we get
there.
82
Danielle S. PetitoI

182 The author would like to thank Professor Lung-Chu Chen, Professor
Lewis Schnurr, and Eric Lander for their careful editing and insightful comments.

